Sleek, modern integrated system
— for Roller Blinds

INTU® Roller is a versatile and easy-to-install blind system designed to fully integrate with
most window systems, including conservatories, tilt and turn windows and glazed doors.
The unique design of the INTU® Roller low profile fascia gives a sleek, modern appearance,
taking the popular roller blind to a new level.
The streamlined bottom bar gives perfect control, easily locking into position at any point
and can be operated by simply tilting and raising or lowering the blind as required. INTU®
Roller also provides outstanding energy efficiency and room darkening options with
blockout, solar reflective and fire retardant fabrics. The INTU® Roller is also particularly
‘child safe’ eliminating all hanging cord loops or chain.
Available in a wide range of Roller fabrics including plains and prints, reflective and
blockout, INTU® Roller offers many additional sales opportunities.

Fascia End Cap Set:
clips to fascia, has
‘snap–off’ section
to suit different
installation
requirements.

Top Corner Bracket Set: anchors
between bead rubber seal and glass.
Provides a secure fixing for the blind.

Spring Unit: provides
tension in the fabric.

Fascia: sits flush with
window. Attractive
slimline profile in extruded
aluminium. Excellent
appearance in powder
paint or silver anodised
protective coating.

Roller Tube: Ø25mm
tube with pre-fitted
double sided adhesive
tape for securing fabric.

Fixing Bracket Assembly:
holds operating spring
into fascia and clips to
the top corner bracket.

Bottom Bar Tape: 10mm
wide adhesive strip, secures
fabric in bottom bar.

Side Extrusion Retaining
Bracket: secures position
of side extrusions.

Bottom Bar End Cap
Set: guides bottom
bar along side profile.

Roller Fabric: select from
extensive range of plain,
pattern and blockout fabrics.

Side Extrusion Bottom Lock
Bracket Set: secures side profile
to bottom corner bracket.
Bottom Bar: lip profile
reduces light gap.

Side Extrusion: sits flush
with window bead,
covers edge of fabric to
minimise light gaps.

Handle Grip: provides
grip area for hand
raise/lower operation.

INTU® Roller Blind

Sizes

Bottom Corner
Bracket Set:
anchors between
bead rubber seal
and glass.

Colour Guide
Rail and external components — white, silver & brown.

Blind width
Blind drop
Blind surface area

Internal components — white, silver & brown.

Max. 27mm

Fabric — as per INTU® Roller Faxback Order Form.

Min. 325mm
Max. 1400mm
Min. 100mm
Max. 2000mm
Max. 2.0 sq m

Your INTU® blind retailer

More information is available online

http://www.intublinds.co.uk
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Bead depth

Min. 11mm

